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The School Crest reflects the school colours.
The cogwheel in the centre symbolises the school’s continuous strive for progress and development as it undertakes its mission to educate.
The basic aim is represented by the open book.
The torch represents our students’ commitment to lifelong learning.
The four rings reflect the multiracial composition of the school community as it grows, learns and develops together as one united community. The concept of the school as a family is reinforced by the four inter-twinning rings.

The School Flag comprises two main colours – white and dark blue.

The dark blue panel in the background represents our teachers and staff who are always ready to nurture and support our students in their pursuit to achieve academic and non-academic excellence.

The white colour in the centre signifies the youth and receptivity of our students. The richness of the colour white points to the numerous possibilities opened to our students as they take their positions as adult citizens and contributing members of the community and beyond.
SCHOOL SONG

As youths with might and courage
We will soar with honour and pride
No matter what our race or tongue
We’re ready to serve in stride

We’ll serve to achieve our goals and more
With passion we prevail
 Remain gracious in thought and deed
To victory we sail

Chorus (x2):
Unite as one Broadricians
We will aim to do our best
Our torch burning bright with the spark we ignite
Forging on with our heads held high
VISION

To Nurture Achievers with Strength of Character

MISSION

A Dynamic School Providing Holistic Education
MOTTO
Ready to Serve

SCHOOL VALUES – SPICE

Sincerity
To be genuine, sincere and honest thereby fostering quality relationships

Passion
To persevere, strive for success and have a zest for life

Integrity
To act with honour, strength and courage

Compassion
To have empathy and show care and concern

Enterprise
To be creative, dynamic and seek continual improvements
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Broadrick has made steady progress and grown from strength to strength since its merger last year. The many achievements we made this year bore testament to our continued efforts to develop our students holistically, nurturing them into achievers with strength of character. Our staff are committed to the school’s strategic focus of providing our students with an education that is student-centric and values-driven. In Broadrick, every child matters to us.

The wave of globalisation has brought about rapid changes which have presented both challenges and opportunities for our students. Not only are we imparting the necessary knowledge and skills to our students, but it is also paramount that we strengthen their character so that they are better equipped to ride on the wave and thrive in the 21st century. Our school has introduced key programmes and new initiatives to develop our students’ competencies and SPICE values. First and foremost, the Service Learning Programme, both local and overseas, seeks to develop Sincerity, Integrity and Compassion in our students. Our Arts Education Programme inculcates in students a Passion for the arts which culminated in our inaugural musical, Remember Katong, where all staff and students work hand in hand in the production and showcase their myriad talents. To challenge our students to think out of the box and foster the spirit of Enterprise in them, the lower secondary students are taught product innovation and marketing in the A2CE Programme. Students’ awareness of social and global issues is enhanced through News In Class. Our English Breakfast and SGEM programme also serve to develop our students into effective communicators.

To support the important role our teachers play in providing holistic education, our school spares no effort in enhancing their capacity and pedagogical skills. Conducting school-based Lesson Study and ICT workshops is part of our efforts to develop a Professional Learning Community in Broadrick. As the school embarks on the journey to develop a strong Professional Learning Community, our teachers have shared their professional research within school as well as at cluster, zonal, national and international levels. Our teachers have demonstrated the passion and enterprising spirit to deliver student-centric education that will engage the hearts and minds of our students. We also want to recognise efforts and support given by our partners who work quietly behind the scene and whose encouragement has made our journey to educate every Broadrician meaningful and rewarding.

This yearbook is not just a publication that reports our programmes and activities, but more importantly, it has put in print, the memories that every member of the school shares and holds dearly in our hearts. These memories will remind us of our fulfilling school life and spur us on to fulfil our personal dreams and school vision. I would like to thank the Publications Committee for this publication that has captured the rich and vibrant culture of Broadrick.

Mdm Heng Sen Mee
Principal
Ready to Serve
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A Dynamic School
Providing Holistic Education
PRIZE PRESENTATION DAY
I am not a trained musician, nor an artist. I am, however, driven by a strong conviction that every child, regardless of his family circumstances, should be given an opportunity to engage in and be part of the arts because of the many benefits it brings. What drove me to keep my confidence was the ability to dream, stay positive and conjure possibilities in times of adversity. I realised that these traits were partly developed during my earlier days when I was exposed to the arts which subconsciously triggers the right hand side of the brain, that is, the creative and emotional part of a person’s character. We now recognise the importance of arts in broadening our minds, deepening our sensitivities, improving our overall quality of life, contributing to a more culturally vibrant and gracious society, and importantly strengthening our social bonds.

I will briefly mention two key values which I strongly advocate with accompanying stories that I hope you will further reflect and remember when you journey through life’s adventures.

First, the arts and understanding of culture can affect social changes to individuals as well as the community. It builds resilience during adversity, stamina, discipline, fuel ambition and even brings family back together. I met a family of five whose father often abused the mum and could not keep a permanent employment. The eldest daughter suffered from acute depression because of the family situation. The mother wanted the best for her children and, without fail, brought the children every week to the Little Arts Academy. In 2010 when her second daughter won the prestigious UOB Arts Award, the father realised how that gave meaning to the family and is now working very hard to provide for them.

In 2003, art-making was still regarded as elitist and many children in Singapore still lacked the financial means to be trained in the arts and that caused a divide in our society between the “haves and have not”. With my own personal story and the lack of opportunity given when I was younger, I made an appeal to a panel of 50 Singapore companies comprising both public and private sectors but I was shooed out of the room after a 15-mins presentation. Imagine the embarrassment I felt at that time but the next day, I received a cheque of SGD$70,000 from the Ministry of Information, Communications and the Arts and was told that while it may not be an original story line, it was the most convincing story that afternoon as many could relate to it since they too, were denied the opportunity to be trained in the arts when they were young. This gave birth to the Business Times Budding Artists Fund that promises that no child in Singapore would ever be denied an opportunity to be trained in the arts.

Second, art is used in soft diplomacy in bridging cross cultural relationship.

I am sure you have all noticed this that when a person is able to play an instrument or sing a nice tune, you tend to gravitate towards him or her. In the adult world, this is call soft diplomacy. We have been told that we have to be efficient, entrepreneurial and adopt integrity to do business, but what about first getting to know each other’s cultural nuances before forging a partnership? The arts, therefore, provide a means to develop soft diplomacy amongst people to better understand each other and by doing so, minimise misunderstanding. I would like to remind our students that sometimes we are critical of the people we do not understand. We remain critical because we make no attempt to better understand their culture and while there are many ways to understand culture, the arts is one possible avenue. I sincerely urge everyone here to make a conscious effort to better understand the cultural differences around us as this would benefit Singapore in the long run.

Buy a ticket, watch a performance, visit the museums and participate in any possible arts activities as you can’t stop the advent of the arts being part of your life as this is already a given. The landscape is changing not only in Singapore but with the rise of Asia and its affluence, the arts has started dominating conversations.

Mr Colin Goh
# SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENTS

## SCHOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Award</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community in Bloom Award</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE Value-Added Award 2012</td>
<td>Silver (5 Normal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innergy Award</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHERISH Award</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Competition / Award</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E5 Cluster Malay Essay Writing Competition 2012</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Rosanna Junita Togatorap (4A6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Nur Nerly Alfian (4A8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Siti Aishah Shamsul Kamar (2A5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Singapore Secondary Mathematics Competition</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Ng Hong Wei (2A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for Normal Course Students 2012</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Yee Jian Ming (2A4), Lim Chun Kit Dylan (2A4), Ryan Ng Zi Feng (2A4) &amp; Ling Wei Zhen (2A5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Inter-School Sudoku Challenge</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Yee Jian Ming (2A4), Lim Chun Kit Dylan (2A4), Ryan Ng Zi Feng (2A4) &amp; Ling Wei Zhen (2A5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore Mathematical Olympiad 2012</td>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Yu Qiuru (1A4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bronze</td>
<td>Loke Zhen Wei (3A4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superzone Schools Scrabble Competition</td>
<td>Merit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best Player Award</td>
<td>Hardev Singh (1A4) &amp; Joseph Lee Ka Hor (3A6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Competitions and Assessments for Schools (Mathematics)</td>
<td>High Distinction</td>
<td>Loke Zhen Wei (3A4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>Yu Qiuru (1A4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>Chu Kerrie (1A4), Khoo Wei Ling (3A4), Kok Ying Ferng (3A4) &amp; Yap Yong Woon (3A4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Competitions and Assessments for Schools (Science)</td>
<td>High Distinction</td>
<td>Loke Zhen Wei (3A4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>David Ho Mun Hoy (2A4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>Loh Wei Min (1A6), Aide Idiham B Muhd (2A4), Cheong Efon (2A4), Esther Chiam Qinji (2A4), Koh Jin Yu (2A4), Ching Ty Rone Daxter Ethan (3A4) &amp; Leow Qing (4A6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Competitions and Assessments for Schools (Writing)</td>
<td>Distinction</td>
<td>Joey Leong (4A9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>Solomon Foo (3A4), Marian Carmel Romillo Saturna (3A5), Nikko Robles Khong (4A6), Leow Qing (4A6), Wong Qi Hui Cassandra (4A8), Izen Chua Yi Xuan (4A9) &amp; Muhd Hazeeq B Zainal (5A2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Competitions and Assessments for Schools (English)</td>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>Cloe Everitt (1A4), Owyang Lerk Juan Jasmine (1A5), Koh Aik Hui (1A6), Zhang Anne (1A6), Brendon Cheo Wei An (2A2), Cheong Efon (2A4), David Ho Mun Hoy (2A4), Uma Pandev (2A4), Corrine Teng Kaining (2A5) &amp; Tay Zhi Jie (2A5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CCA</th>
<th>Name of Competition / Award</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPCC</td>
<td>Unit Overall Proficiency Award</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inter-Area Project Based Competition</td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPF - NPCC Badge Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cross</td>
<td>Excellence Unit Award</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Service Award</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flag Day Competition 2012 (East District)</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First Aid Competition 2012 (East District)</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCC</td>
<td>Best Unit Competition</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl Guides</td>
<td>Puan Noor Aishah Award</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Club</td>
<td>Recycling Outreach Programme</td>
<td>Sustained Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Club</td>
<td>School Digital Media Award 2012</td>
<td>Merit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Country</td>
<td>One Mile Run</td>
<td>Girls - 3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Rifle</td>
<td>NTU Invitational Shoot (Rifle)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wushu</td>
<td>Inter-School Wushu Championship 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taekwondo</td>
<td>National Inter-School Taekwondo Championship 2012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C Division Male Kyorugi Event - 1st</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C Division Male Poomsae Event (Individual and Team) - 3rd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B Division Male Kyorugi Event - 2nd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B Division Male and Female Poomsae Event (Team) - 3rd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STAFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name of Competition / Award</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Karen Chia</td>
<td>Annual Inter-Area Officers .38 Revolver Shooting Competition 2012</td>
<td>Ladies Officers Individual - 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr Tan Teck Hock</td>
<td>Commendation Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr Md Shahrin</td>
<td>Long Service Award</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With Broadrick’s strength in professional development, it was naturally picked to organise the Cluster E5 Pedagogical Leaders’ Seminar this year. The event held on 21 March, targeted Senior Teachers and Lead Teachers from the 13 schools in the E5 Cluster and it aimed to achieve the twin objective of developing the capacity of the participants as well as their classroom and pedagogical leadership. We were truly honoured to have Ms Ek Soo Ben, the Deputy Director, Standards and Research Branch, Academy of Singapore Teachers, as our keynote speaker, as well as Ms Theodora Tan, Cluster E5 Superintendent to close the seminar. Four concurrent sessions were conducted by Lead Teachers from the E5 schools and a Curriculum Policy Officer from MOE HQ. Their focus on pedagogy, mentoring and assessment, which are key areas for Senior Teachers developing classrooms of the 21st Century, generated much positive responses from all 30 participants.

Comments from participants like ‘we recognise every teacher is a leader’ and ‘teachers must demonstrate intentional influence to achieve professional excellence’ reflect that we met our objectives. Strong feedback such as ‘I learnt so much! Good job and thanks to those who shared’ acknowledged our successful organisation of this major Cluster event.

By Mr MD Shahrin, Head of Curriculum and Pedagogy
In 2011, the school’s HOD Curriculum & Pedagogy (HOD/C&P) led the school through a full cycle of Lesson Study. With the guidance of HOD/C&P, a total of 12 teams crafted their Lesson Study Action Plans. The teams brainstormed the research theme, assigned roles to the various team members, drew a timeline, identified the sources of support (e.g., Knowledgeable Others, print and non-printed materials), documented the records, designed research lesson, observed the lesson and reflected on it, and re-crafted the lesson. All these efforts culminated in Broadrick’s inaugural Lesson Study Symposium in September.

There was a rich sharing of processes and outcomes during the Symposium. The winning team won themselves a visit to the World Association of Lesson Studies International Conference 2011 in Tokyo, Japan. Together with the 8 Key Personnel (KP) team, led by the Principal and Vice-Principal, 12 participants learnt more about Lesson Studies from the experts and fellow teacher practitioners. Mr Md Shahrin, HOD/C&P and Mr Salahudeen, D & T Teacher, were also selected by the Conference to present their paper entitled, “Using Lesson Study as a Unifying Platform for Building School Culture”.

The team had an interesting and fruitful session in Tokyo, Japan where they interacted with the experts and fellow learners. The participants were also given a tour of a secondary school which is a proponent of Lesson Study. Each session began with a pre-briefing and ended with a personal and group reflection. True to its word, members were actively participating in the prescribed activities. Apart from meeting their professional needs, the team spent some time on team-building and embarked on a rich-cultural trail in Tokyo.

The participants shared their learning experiences with the rest of the teachers during Staff Contact Time in January 2012. A book which is a compilation of their learning journey and personal reflections was published and distributed to all Broadrick staff and partners to share and benefit.

Indeed, participants found the conference highly enriching and rewarding. They were convinced that Lesson Study though originated in Japan, had spread its wings worldwide and has been widely used as a tool to promote professional development of teachers.
In line with the school’s mission to Nurture Achievers with Strength of Character, Broadrick Secondary will be sending a selected group of 30 students to Xiamen, China, at the end of 2012. These students have been selected based on their academic achievement. They will be hosted by Jimei Middle School for this project-based cultural exchange trip, where they will be assigned a Chinese buddy for an immersion of Chinese culture and language. Through this project, the school hopes that our students will be exposed to what is happening around them, deepen their global-awareness and cross cultural skills, and at the same time, equip them with the necessary skills and knowledge that would put them in good stead in the future. Most importantly, we would like our students to deepen their rootedness to Singapore and enhance motivation for academic excellence from learning the spirit of Mr Tan Kah Kee, a prominent businessman, community leader and philanthropist.
“With pride and passion, ready to serve!” The Student Council motto reminds all Student Councillors of the need to be role models to their peers and use their influence to benefit others and the school. The training highlight was the annual Student Leadership Training Camp in March. Embodying the school values of passion and compassion, our councillors learnt about the skills and qualities of leaders through different activities and an Amazing Race at Sentosa. They also went door to door to conduct a needs analysis for a welfare organisation that supports the residents in the neighbouring rental blocks. During the Student Leaders’ Investiture 2012, a new batch of councillors and Executive Committee were appointed as they pledged to serve the school to the best of their abilities. Apart from helping out in the usual major school events, significant leadership platforms include the Student-Initiated Projects by the Secondary 2 Councillors and the Peer to Peer Programme by the Secondary 3 Councillors who conducted leadership training programmes with Macpherson Primary School.
Students enjoyed the fun and engaging learning activities which tickled their brains as they ventured into the world of academic and the aesthetics! They were exposed to a variety of approaches namely experiential learning, cooperative learning and problem-based learning to cater to their learning styles and individual needs. Their projects and artefacts were showcased in the Carnival. It was a great opportunity for all students and teachers to bond and learn from one another at the same time! Students visited the Mathematics Booth to have fun with the Financial Literacy game and won attractive prizes. They discover what the Normal Technical students have learnt at their Nurturing Talent Programme. The NT students also shared the authentic learning experiences such as dealing with the effects of heat through making ceramics. Ceramic wares of these students were showcased at the NT Curriculum Booth. Some other fun-filled activities also included problem-solving in the CSI Mystery Case: ‘Chemistry Alive! – Who killed the teddy bear?’ at the Science Labs or experiential learning in the EL Amazing Race at the Changi Airport.
The school is pleased to record the participation of 50 schools, comprising 33 secondary schools and 17 primary schools. We are honoured to have Associate Professor Ang Keng Cheng, Head of Mathematics and Mathematics Education, National Institute of Education, to grace our event as our Guest-of-Honour. We are privileged to have the support of 10 sponsors for this year’s challenge and we would like to express our appreciation to our sponsors, BRAND’S® Essence of Chicken, Minco Electronics Pte Ltd, Modern Montessori International Pte Ltd, HeyMath!, Noble Education, Star Publishing Pte Ltd, Marshall Cavendish, NEWater, Broadrick Parent Support Group and Broadrick Alumni for their generous contributions to this event. A new element was added to this year’s challenge. Participants had to key in their answers into a spreadsheet once they completed the puzzles on the hard copy. This new initiative is meant to facilitate the marking of the puzzles by reducing the time taken. The Teachers’ category was conducted as well this year due to the encouraging response last year. The students were excited to start solving the puzzles and their enthusiasm could be seen on their faces.

Winners in this challenge automatically qualified to participate in the finals of the students’ segment of the BRAND’S Asia Pacific Sudoku Challenge 2012 held on 25 August 2012.

The results of the 6th Inter-school Sudoku Challenge are as follows:

**Teachers’ Category**
- 1st Mr Ng Han Loong (Hwa Chong Institution International)
- 2nd Ms Chia Pei Ling (Queenstown Secondary School)

**Primary School Category**
- 1st: Macpherson Primary School
- 2nd: Chongfu Primary School
- 3rd: New Town Primary School
- 4th: North Vista Primary School

**Secondary School Category**
- 1st: Anglican High School
- 2nd: Paya Lebar Methodist School
- 3rd: Broadrick Secondary School
- 4th: Crescent Girls’ School

**Consolation – Primary Category**
- Greenridge Primary School
- Coral Primary School

**Consolation – Secondary Category**
- First Toa Payoh Secondary School
- Tanglin Secondary School
The Mother Tongue and Arts Department organised the MTL Fortnight Programme from 11 to 26 July 2012. The event which encouraged appreciation of culture and language saw keen participation from the Lower Secondary and Upper Secondary students as well as teachers and partners, in particular the PSG who sponsored Potong ice-creams for all on 18 July 2012. Students and staff were exposed to all things Mother Tongue such as language and cultural appreciation sessions, BRD Idol and Ethnic Costume Competitions, Nasi Ambeng Fiesta, mask-making design workshop, herbal tea appreciation sessions as well as learning journeys. What an interesting way to celebrate our rich multi-cultural heritage!
**ARTS IN SINGAPORE**

‘Those Who Can’t, Teach’, By The Necessary Stage, Singapore Arts Festival 2010

---

**ENGLISH BREAKFAST**
with SPICE and Everything NicE!

‘English Breakfast’ is a programme helmed by the English Language and Literature Department that began in 2011. It serves as an enlightening kick-start to the day as timely and pertinent issues are presented to the school through the use of various resources and media. Its 2012 framework is closely guided by the new English Syllabus and aims to develop Broadricians’ awareness in the use of Standard English in oral and written communications, as well as provide a platform to promote visual literacy among the students. ‘English Breakfast’ also subscribes to the school’s SPICE values as well as the six National Education (NE) Messages in line with the school’s mission to ‘Nurture Achievers with Strength of Character’. The ‘English Breakfast’ Team brings in a new addition to the menu in Semester 2 that involves creating a platform to nurture Broadricians into confident and competent speakers of the English Language. Selected student presenters are closely guided and trained to prepare and serve ‘English Breakfast’ to their peers and teachers.

*Bon Appetit!*
To welcome the latest members into the Broadrick family, the school organised a 2D1N Orientation Camp on 5 and 6 January 2012. The camp aimed to allow the Secondary One students to get to know their classmates and Form Teachers better and adapt to the new environment. More importantly, we want our Secondary One students to enjoy the Broadrick experience.

On the first day of the camp, the Secondary One juniors assembled in the hall in high spirits and great anticipation. The Student Leaders took over and briefed them on the programme of the camp. The programme started with the girls of 1A1 to 1A6 battling each other in a game of netball at the school quadrangle. Over at the school field, the boys showed deft touches and pitted their skills against each other in a game of football. The competitive atmosphere was tense but with the sounds of cheering and applause for every goal scored showed the camaraderie, sportsmanship and friendship being built along the way.

The climax of the camp was the campfire, with the presence of teachers and parents. The Secondary One juniors put up skits and cheers along with their Form Teachers to entertain the crowd. They did a fantastic job. Special praise must go to our Student Leaders who did a good job in co-organising this event and making the juniors feel right at home in Broadrick. This was a successful and meaningful event for all involved.
In Broadrick Secondary School, students learn in the arts, through the arts and about the arts. The activities, programmes and music curriculum are guided by the school’s Arts Framework, T-4-2, which aims to provide students with a holistic arts education in four artistic forms: Drama, Dance, Art and Music. In the Performing Arts co-curricular activities, students also learn about the various art forms in depth. Through a myriad of programmes such as the Slam Jam performances, arts assembly programmes, learning journeys and music enrichment programmes, the school aims to sharpen students’ skills and talents in the arts as well as develop in them an appreciation for the arts. In the process, we want to bring out the SPICE values in them. At the end of the day, we hope to see students embrace the arts as well as learn about different cultures and values through the arts. This year, the Arts Education Programme culminated in Broadrick’s inaugural musical, Remember Katong, which was a platform for students to showcase their talents. It was also a celebration of the multi-talents of staff and students who worked hand in hand to put up a good show.
Staff and students attended the solemn National Day Observance Ceremony on the morning of 8 August 2012. This was followed by a CCE lesson where students made well-wishing cards to wish the Nation a happy birthday. Students made use of this year’s National Day Parade logo to make bouquets of flowers and express their hopes and wishes for Singapore. The climax of the National Day celebration was the school’s Colours Award Presentation and the Concert. The Colours Award is given out to students who have performed exceptionally well in their CCA. Staff and students were also treated to an exciting concert. Some of the items included a skit by NEXUS about how Singaporeans can come together to overcome challenges, our own version of the popular game show “We are Singaporeans” and also the Precision Drill by the NCC. The concert ended on a high note with everyone standing up to sing the National Day songs.

NATIONAL DAY
LOVING SINGAPORE, OUR HOME.
The Annual Road Run was held on 16 May 2012 at the East Coast Park. The original date for the run was scheduled on 2 March but due to heavy rain, the event was postponed. It looked like lightning had struck twice when on the morning of the 16 of May, it started to rain. However, when the sky cleared up and the sun came out, it was a time of fun for all staff and students. The ‘Fun Run’ was held for all levels and they completed a 3.0 km route that started from the Playground@Big Splash, ending with the loop at Fort Road. There was great class camaraderie as everyone took the opportunity to create new friendships and strengthen old ones during the walk. Mrs Susan Tan from the Parent Support Group graced the event as our Guest-of-Honour.
The Broadrick Sports Carnival was held on Friday, 6 July 2012 in conjunction with the Youth Day celebrations. It is in line with the school’s efforts in developing character and providing a holistic education. Students are given opportunities to try out a range of sports and games in a fun and enjoyable way. Inter-class games for different levels were held that day which saw sportsmanship and determination with various sporting styles on display. The Lower Secondary played Captain’s Ball and Frisbee while the Upper Secondary played Floorball, Basketball, Soccer and Netball. In addition, to engage the spectators, we adapted and held carnival games from the popular television show ‘A Minute to Win It’. A special addition to this year’s carnival was the gladiator and dunking machines, which generated a lot of excitement. The Carnival ended with a finale of the Inter-class Relay. Congratulations to all classes and teachers for your participation! It was a successful Youth Day cum Sports Carnival.
This year the Secondary Two students were in for a special treat for the Adventure Camp. This was the first time we were travelling overseas. With much anticipation and exhilaration, we set off to ‘Mawai Eco Campsite’, located to the North of Kota Tinggi (Malaysia) within the extensive mangrove forests.

On the first day, we experienced the nature trail in the camp itself. We were taught the Orang Asli’s (aborigines from Endau, Johor) way of life and the survival skills to live in a forest. Some of the skills taught were making animal traps and identifying edible fruits and grass. These experiences were real eye-openers for many of our students. One of the team-building activities was clearing the challenging water obstacles which tested our balancing and agility. If we could not clear the obstacles, a complimentary ‘mud bath’ awaited us.

The next day, we set off for a two-hour trek up the Gunung Arong Reserve Mountain. Even though challenging, with much determination, we made it to the summit, where a picturesque view of the South China Sea greeted us. Climbing this mountain was indeed an experience in itself.

The night ended off with a campfire, which created better bonding and also discovered new talents seen through skits and dance routines. Eventually all good things must come to an end and the return to city life was inevitable. However, this camp taught us to adapt and be innovative. We left the campsite with a deeper appreciation of the peaceful nature and a lifetime of memories.
In November 2011, 60 Secondary 3 students took part in Broadrick Secondary School’s inaugural ‘service learning’ trip to Siem Reap, Cambodia. They learnt about the country’s history, visited significant historical sites like the Angkor Wat and CMAC landmine museum but most importantly, carried out a service learning project with a local primary school. In a space of 21 very busy days, they managed to build a volleyball court, develop an eco-garden and a new classroom. The preparation started months earlier and gathered momentum once they converged on Cambodia. Together they designed t-shirts, came up with a project name, collected old clothes, organised a fund-raising exercise and even had a ‘Frisbee Game’ to help get to know each other better. The real adventure began in Cambodia. They checked into a spartan yet cheerful homestay and within a few hours travelled to rural Chuop Village on a bumpy dirt road passing rice fields and thatched huts on stilts. Once on site, they got busy hammering nails, digging fallow fields and mixing cement. Local students and villagers gathered around to watch and help. For one student, Edzwan, working along a local student who helped hold the wooden window slats in the right position as he banged in the nails, made him aware that learning a skill of carpentry was actually building an education for the children in the village. Matin and Shaik were excited that the eco-garden that they had been working on for three days started to sprout ‘kang kong’ (water spinach). “Mr Neelan,” they chorused, “Now the children can have breakfast each morning!” For Nicholas, he will always remember the 10 children who happily shared the ‘snickers’ bar he gave them. Michelle and Ezen were deeply moved when three students embraced them to show their gratitude for painting the classroom the girls built for them. When the school principal spoke to them, he said that he would never forget them before he pressed his hands together and bowed. Our students were all humbled by the sincerity of their new-found friends. This service learning project embodies all that is good about Broadrick Secondary School, in providing a holistic education and teaching SPICE values, especially Compassion. This trip gave our students an insight into the hardships faced by others and the little difference they can make.
We believe in giving our students ample opportunities to practise values they have learned in their school lives. This belief drives us to create a comprehensive Service Learning Programme which not only involves the whole school, but also caters to the different developmental progress of our students in different levels. The coordination and implementation process of this meaningful programme requires great efforts. This could only be made possible through the dedication and perseverance of our teachers in the Service Learning Unit. Our students are exposed to different community issues according to their levels in a progressive manner. “Saving Gaia” is the project for Secondary Ones who learn how they can play an active role in contributing to their environment through a combination of learning journeys and recycling projects. For Secondary Twos, the theme “Play, Learn and Grow Together” let our students collaborate with Melrose Home – The Children’s Aid Society to learn how to help children their age who are less fortunate than they are. Our Secondary Three students learn the importance of empathy and respect through serving the Geylang East Home for the Aged and HCA Hospice Care through “Project Care”. Last but not least, our Secondary Fours are reminded to be responsible, mature and caring young adults as they are tasked to serve an often forgotten and neglected group of people – people with disabilities. In “Project Innovate!”, they are given the opportunity to learn and work with two associations, namely the Singapore Association for the Visually Handicapped and The Singapore Association for the Deaf. Service truly comes from the heart. A big thank you to all teachers and students who have made a difference through their service!
The Parent Support Group (PSG) is an integral part of the school system as the growth and development of any child cannot be left completely in the hands of the teachers and the school. The holistic development of any child requires a close partnership amongst the parents, teachers and the school administrators working in a concerted manner.

Additionally, as parenting is not stress-less, the PSG provides an informal support network for like-minded parents to talk, compare notes and develop friendship. This has proven to be invaluable in helping young parents cope with the pressures of parenting.

With the mission of being “pro-active partners in our students’ academic journey,” participation in the PSG serves as an effective platform for parents to communicate and exchange information with the school. This platform also enables parents to stay abreast with the latest developments in Singapore’s education system, and enables parents to provide constructive feedback to help the school better fulfill its role. This in turn ensures that every student development initiative is efficient and works synergistically to maximise its intended effect.
To Nurture Achievers with Strength of Character
Formed by a group of zealous players and led by a dynamic coach and dedicated teachers in-charge, our players underwent strenuous and tough trainings thrice weekly with each session lasting for three hours to enhance their stamina and develop teamwork. The training, though tough, not only has toughened up our passionate players to face obstacle and challenges in life, but it has also given them confidence and determination. Besides training, players met up to spar with each other to help the weaker players to gain experience. In competitions, our players displayed fighting spirit and resilience as they faced the pressure from their opponents with good sportsmanship.
Netball, we believe every student is a great player if she puts her heart to become one. With heavy academic responsibilities, Netball becomes a good avenue for students to achieve a balanced lifestyle. Our teachers will personally be down for training with the Netball girls, coaching them about the game as well as teaching them values. As the girls learn about the rules and techniques of the game, they are also taught to have passion in what they do, to respect their teachers and team mates like how they would want to be treated and to have self-discipline so that they are doing things to the best of their ability at all times.
Football is a very popular game, one that is liked and played by many. But the many forgot that to do well in this game, one requires lots of skill, and to achieve this high level of skill, one requires two fundamentals - lots of hardwork and discipline. And that is what we try to achieve in Broadrick – to instil in our students that in order for them to achieve success in football, they need to train hard to level up their skills through our comprehensive training programme, which include skills training by stages, skill-level test, football camp etc. Hard work is complemented with the need to have the right discipline, which can be achieved through our character development practices, such as holding one-to-one, as well as team pep-talks, debriefings and reflections, discussions etc. Though the aspirations of most of us is to be champions (may be one day) but we stand by this belief that “Winning is not everything, but the more crucial thing is, we build the spirit, mentality and will to win”. This belief is what that drives us to continue to work hard in our training sessions.
Cross-country as a Co-Curricular Activity is not just about running long distances. It encompasses skills and competencies that are needed for the 21st century. Not only does it teach discipline, perseverance and commitment to the goal of winning a trophy during competitions, but it also teaches our runners to be confident and to work as a team. Our Cross-country team performed relatively well this year, with the ‘B’ Division Girls’ Team moving up to the 17th position during the 53rd Nationals Cross-country. Our ‘B’ Division Boys’ Team also did us proud with our captain setting a personal best record. Under the guidance of our dedicated and caring coach, not only have our team members appreciated the beauty of long distance running and healthy living, but they will also learn the qualities of a useful citizen in time to come.
Broadrick’s Air Rifle Club was formed in 2009 to introduce like-minded individuals to the pursuit of shooting excellence and enjoyment. We believe in instilling values in our students through this CCA. Every shooter is taught to persevere and never to give up. Hence, not only are the shooters disciplined and committed students, but many of them are also excelling in their studies. Our students have participated in the National Inter-school Shooting Competition, NTU National Invitational Shoot, NUS Invitational Shoot and the Monthly Shoots held at Safra, Yishun. In the recent NTU National Invitational Shoot, we are proud that our girls’ team came in third in the team event. Our ‘B’ and ‘C’ Division boys and girls also came in top 10 placing in the National Inter-school Shooting Competition in the team category this year. We are confident of scaling new heights and more achievements in the years to come.
Teachers in-charge: Mdm Norlizah, Mr Gideon Luo, Mdm Nur Hana and Mr Hazre
Coach: Mr Jahangir Khan

As one of the active sports groups in Broadrick Secondary School, the Taekwondo Team clinched the 2nd place for the B Division Boys and the 3rd place for the B Division Girls in last year’s National Inter-school Taekwondo Championships. In addition, two of our members qualified for the Wushu Inter-school Championships and attained the 1st place in the B Division Boys Cudgel Category. In alignment with our logo ‘To Strike in Stride’, we believe success is achieved through heart and soul, as well as spiritual bonding and camaraderie. Persistence in training and a constant drive in perfecting our martial arts techniques have contributed to the overall strength of the team. Discipline and Integrity are inculcated in each member so that they will be role models to others.
Teachers In-charge: Ms Feng YY, Mr Song YH, Mdm Meng Xin and Ms Alicia Loh
Instructor: Mr Mike Chiang

The Chinese Orchestra has grown under the leadership of our conductor, Mr Mike Chiang, in 2012. Our focus this year is to develop the Chinese Orchestra in strength and standard. With this clear direction, self-training sessions are held from Wednesday to Friday. In order to better engage the new members, we also held an audition cum bonding session for them. A mini-tea buffet was organised as a welcome gesture. In April, the Chinese Orchestra performed a lively piece entitled 踩龙船 to the loud applause of the audience during the school’s 42nd Speech and Prize Presentation. Towards the end of Term 2, we organised a Farewell BBQ session to thank the Secondary Four seniors for their contribution. It also our responsibility to inculcate values in our members through our training sessions, talks and bonding activities.
Teachers in-charge: Ms Yeo LS, Ms Tan Nur Hafizah, Ms Dinah Chan and Mrs Agnes Kua
Instructors: Mr Yeo Jiuyuan and Mr Samad Rais

We are a “Band that Achieves N Delights”! The Broadrick Concert Band seeks to instil discipline, perseverance and the spirit of excellence through music. Through the various performances and CCA activities, students build up their tenacity for greater challenges and learn to appreciate the intricacies of concert music. Our students also learn about teamwork and the school values through their many practices, performances, camps and bonding sessions. Activities that the Concert Band organises include camps, school performances and the CCA Open House.
Teachers in-charge: Mdm Rohani and Mrs Rose Ghani
Instructor: Mr Mohd Rizal Mohd Yusoff

As one of the vibrant performing arts groups in Broadrick Secondary School, the Malay Dance group has won the Silver Award for the last three consecutive years at the Singapore Youth Festival Central Judging Competition. With encouragement from the teachers, our student dancers have shown the dedication and commitment to perfect their dances so as to strive for excellence. Under the guidance of the dedicated instructor and teachers, our dancers are given the opportunity to learn new dance skills so that they are able to bring out the grace, elegance and beauty inherent in traditional Malay dance movements. Through the performances put up in school and public, our dancers have also developed their confidence and gained more experience. Not only do we believe in developing their talents and appreciation for the Malay culture, but we also teach them values like passion and perseverance through our weekly training session.
MODERN DANCE

**Teachers in-charge:** Ms Eleanor Cheong, Ms Hsia Ming-Suei, Ms Nur Syafiqah and Ms Nurul A'Shikin

**Instructor:** Mr Kwa Chze Siang

Being a part of the performing arts scene in Broadrick Secondary School, Modern Dance adds to the vibrancy and cultural scene through our performances in many school concerts. We nurture our students to give back to our society through participation at Mountbatten Community National Day Celebrations. We also take part in national competitions such as the Singapore Youth Festival Central Judging and have obtained the Silver Award in the last few years. Over the years in Modern Dance, students have developed a love and appreciation for the arts through their involvement and also their exposure to various dance forms. Under the guidance of our instructor and teachers, students learn to grow in confidence as they perform on stage in school and in public. Our weekly practices aim to teach our dancers values such as perseverance, discipline and most importantly, teamwork. As our dancers journey through their years in Broadrick, it is our hope that they will blossom as performers with grace, poise and character.
The Drama Club aims to inculcate and instil in its members a passion for drama and performance. Its programme covers instruction on a range of skills such as voice work, movement, text work, improvisation and technical theatre, to further improve on its members' performance skills. In addition, members also learn about costume design, puppetry and dance to further enrich their knowledge and experience in performance. We are proud that our Drama Club has made progressive achievement in the Singapore Youth Festival where we improved from a Bronze Award in 2009 to Silver Award in 2011. This is a testament of our members' passion in drama and determination in seeking excellence in our performance.
The Environmental Club has a twenty-five member team comprises lower secondary students who meet every Wednesday for gardening and recycling activities. Every day, members on rotation maintain the recycling corner and the community garden ‘Green Haven’ set up this year. Members also attended environmental-related workshops or competitions organised by National Environment Agency, National Parks, Southeast CDC, Sembcorp and Tetra Pak. We are proud to announce that the school achieved the Recycling OutReach Programme Sustained Gold Award in 2012. To add another feather to the cap, the school also participated in the ‘Community In Bloom’ Competition organised by National Parks and received The Best New Community Garden Award 2012 with a special plaque and $1000 cash.
The IT Club offers picomouse, solar car, gaming, animation and video production training for its members. Secondary One members are taught to create their own games and learn about animation. In the following year, they will be exposed to picomouse, solar car and video production. They will continue to specialise in their area of preference and compete in national competitions such as National Junior Solar Sprint Competition, Picomouse Competition and in the School Digital Media Awards. In 2012, our picomouse members came in 4th in the 2nd Inter-School Picomouse Competition. In the National Junior Solar Sprint Competition which was held at SP Plaza, our Broadrick Team clinched the 2nd runner up position. For the Singapore Digital Media Award 2012, we clinched our first ever merit award. Throughout their years of journey with the IT Club, our students are given numerous opportunities to participate in competitions and provide service to the school, thus strengthening their character.
**Teacher in-charge:** Mr Simon Yap

Besides having the privilege of capturing special and important moments at school events, the Photography Club is also enjoying its venture into Photography as an art form. The club has exposed students to different themes of photography ranging from smoke photography to macro photography as well as studio photography. Every photographer in the club has an individual photo blog which functions as an e-portfolio. These e-portfolios serve as a platform for the photographers to exhibit their wide-ranging interests and photos that tell their own stories.

**Teachers in-charge:** Ms Kim Huang, Mr Marcus Goh and Mr Kenny Chng

The Audio-Visual Club may be a small CCA but it plays a major role in the school. The team of dedicated students ensure the smooth running of the daily morning flag raising ceremony as well as the weekly afternoon assembly. In addition, the AV club is in charge of providing technical support for all major school events like Speech Day and National Day celebration. In the event of larger scale events, concerts and performances, the AV club is always ready to serve and support the events, and will put in the utmost effort to ensure that the event is a success. In addition to the daily duties, the AV team is also exposed to music appreciation workshops and other forms of audio-video equipment specialisation, in order to ensure that the team has a more holistic development through the CCA.
LIBRARY CLUB

Teachers in-charge: Ms Johara, Mdm Norain, Mr Thiagarajan and Mdm Helen Wong (Library Assistant)

The Library’s resources include approximately 11,000 books, collections of CDs, a range of magazines and a selection of daily newspapers. Besides borrowing the books for their reading pleasure, many students also enjoy playing the board games found in the library. Books of different themes and genres are displayed in the library based on the upcoming holiday or events such as International Friendship Day, Roald Dahl Day and World Book Day. In doing so, we hope to encourage the students to develop the habit of reading. Student librarians are given the opportunity to recommend book titles for the Library so that we can cater to the reading diet of our students. The Library also provides a conducive environment for students to study and do group work.
RED CROSS YOUTH

Teachers in-charge: Mr Jude Chua, Mrs Vasughi, Ms Nurhidayah and Ms Norishah

Our Red Cross Youth Unit comprises about forty dedicated cadets who are ‘Ready to Serve’. Laughing, playing and learning together is what the Unit is known for. It is through these bonding sessions that our Unit has acquired relevant life skills which are instrumental in shaping our character and enriching our social skills. Our Unit has been awarded the Gold Award for Community Involvement. For the first time in 2012, our Unit has been presented with the Gold Award as well as the Unit Excellence Award. These achievements are testaments of our commitment to the objectives of the Red Cross Youth. At the heart of our CCA is the need to be humane. Humanitarian values form our guiding principles in all the activities we do. We learn life skills like First Aid, Outdoor Survival Skills and Evacuation Procedures among others.
Teachers in-charge: Miss Grace Lim, Miss Chen XY and Mdm Yang Jing

Broadrick Girl Guides is a very young unit and we are just entering into our second year! It is our firm belief that every Guide can be a leader and we plan our programmes and activities with this belief in mind. The Guides are exposed to a wide range of activities which will develop their character and leadership qualities. Physical training like foot drills builds up discipline whereas cultural activities like learning a foreign language emphasises the importance of understanding people who are different. Our girls also learn to work hard and play hard together as a Unit through the patrol system where they must work together as a team in order to ensure that they can complete tasks and challenges given to them. Together as one Unit, the Guides are all ready to give their best in all they do!
Teachers in-charge: Mrs Karen Chia, Mr Matthew Tay, Mr Wilson Tay and Ms Sharifah

Encouraged by the achievement of its first-ever Gold Award for the Unit Overall Proficiency in 2011, the Broadrick National Police Cadet Corps has not rested on its laurels, but has endeavoured to soar to even greater heights in 2012. With the aim of developing essential values like team spirit, perseverance, responsibility, integrity, ruggedness and also love for the Nation, our cadets have enthusiastically participated in a wide array of challenging and enriching activities. They have also shown a commendable level of dedication and resilience in various competitions such as the Inter-Unit Drill, Campcraft and .22 Revolver Shooting Competitions organised by NPCC HQ. Another major highlight on the NPCC calendar this year was the Combined Uniformed Group Camp at Tanjung Piai, Johor. New friendships were forged and existing ones strengthened, as our cadets braved the elements with their fellow Uniformed Group members. Similarly, our annual area camp at Camp Resilience in Pulau Ubin provided ample opportunities for our cadets to undergo new and unique challenges with one another which strengthened the bonds that unite us together as one unit. Setting an example for our younger cadets to look up to, Gan Kai Xian and Claoida Chan brought great honour to our Unit by attaining the prestigious SPF-NPCC Badge Award, the pinnacle achievement of any NPCC cadet.
Established in 2006, Broadrick National Cadet Corps aims to groom young men to be confident, responsible, resilient, loyal leaders and team players through fun and challenging military-related activities. Driven by the 7 core values of the Corps, we challenge our cadets to be the best that they can be through drills, individual field craft, weapons handling, physical training, courses and camps. Having attained our first Bronze award in the Best Unit Competition, we look forward to achieving greater heights, through the dedication and efforts of teacher officers, cadet officers and cadets.
Classes
ROW 1: ARHAIRUL R ROAHIZAN, MUHAMMAD AZIQR NO AFIQ B A I, MUHAMMAD NUR ISKANDAR B HADHA, KENNETH ONG CHUN KIAT, NICKSON CHAN ZI YU, MR LUO SHUNHENG GIDEON, MS TAN NUR HAFIZAH, ALEFIYAH KUTBI MAIMOON, NOORHALIJAH BTE MAH HASSAN, NURAFIKA BTE ABDULLAH, SITI NURHANISAH BTE HASSAN

ROW 2: CHUA JIA HUI, TAN HUI PING JORENE, JOVINA CHANG JING YI, PHUAN JING WEN, NG YEE PING, TAN YU TING, NG XIN PING, NURA HAIZIRA BTE IMRAN, LEE SI MIN, BEE ERWIN, TEO KIM KIAT CYRUS, CHIAM KAI XIANG, LIM MING VIN, MUHAMAD ZURAIMI B ALI, ANG JIA SHENG

ROW 3: CHAN TECK SENG BENNIE, FAKHRI RAHMAN B TUKIMAN, MOHAMED TAUFIQ B MOHAMED R, EDWIN HO JIN HUAT, AMIRUL HAIRI B JOHARI, JOSEPH TAN QIRONG, ONG JUN HAN, CHEN YINGJIE, CHIN MUN CHUN, ADAM TAN KIM CHAI, SYAFIQ B SANI, MOHAMAD IRFAN B MOHAMAD RIZZAL, LIM MINGKAI

ROW 1: NG YI HENG, MOHAMMED KHAIZURAN B M S, NUR IMAN B ISMAIL, SOH XIN YONG DAVID, MICHAEL GABRIEL MADLANGBAYAN A, MS FENG YINGYI, MOM NURHIDAYAH BTE MOHAMED ALI, ERSNA NISRIINA BTE TUKIMIN, CHUA XUAN RU, GITA MOHAN HARJANI, KEE YUE SHAN SARAH

ROW 2: SOH EE PANG, GERALDINE PHOON MIN HUI, TEE QI YING, SITI NUR NATASYA BTE MAZLAN, JERMAINE THAM WAN NI, YEO YENG NEE BRITNEY, PAULINE HANG MENG LIN, AMANDA YEONG RUI PEI, CHAN VAN YEE ZOELE, ZHOU PEIYU, COCO TANG KE-ER, NUR KHALIESAH KHAMIS, EVANGELINE LEE EN TING, ADAM WILLIAM PETRIE, FABIAN TAN TZE EN

ROW 3: JOSE CARMELO B MORILLO, LEE JUN ZEH LEHMAN, MUHAMMAD DANIAL OSYAIRI B O, MUHAMMAD DANIAL KHAN B SOFIYAN, LEE RODERICK, NEO YONG JIN, GUO ZHIFEI, TAY JIN JIE ALVIS, LIN ZIJIE KELVIN, MUHAMMAD NASHRULLAH B ABDUL S, ELMER CHAN WEI HOUNG, WANG CHUN JIE, CHUA JUN JIE
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ROW 1:
MUHAMMAD SUFYAN B ABDUL RASHID, MUHAMMAD AIDIL FARIQZ B ROSLE, RYAN CHOO YEN WEI, VINOD PRKASH S/O HANS RAJ, MUHAMMAD SULAIMAN KOH B M D K, MR CHUA PHECK LENG JUDE THADEUS, MS FARAH IDAMAN BTE ASMAT, FARAH FARIYA BTE ABDUL FATTAH, SU THITSAR KYAW, ADELINE TEO HUI YI, YEO WEN SI

ROW 2:
CHEN HUI QIN, NUR NABILAH BTE MOHAMED RAHIM, WINNIE KOH KAI QIAN, SULYNN TEO JI AI, CHEW MEI JUN JOELLE, NUR IZURINNY BTE ABDULLAH, NURUL HAZIQAH BTE MOHAMAD S, HANISAH SAKINAH BRILMAN, KUM HENG FENG, TAY CHIONG WUN, RAHMAT HIDAYAT B SAMSUREE, VICTOR LIM JU KIAT, SOH XIN YANG DANIEL, KAEWSUEB WAN QING, RYAN CLAUDE MARCHA VILLAMIL

ROW 3:
HUSEN S/O YUSUF, CAI WEIJIAN ALZAC, CHIA ZHI KAI CEDRIC, MUHAMMAD DANIAL B MOHAMAD R, ALEX TAN YONG JUN, LIM CHUN WEI, MUHAMMAD SYAHIRAN B A, HUANG ANHE MOH JUN HAO JEROMY, TOH JIA XI EDWIN, MELWIN SINGH SANDHU, SUN WEI HAO

ROW 1:
DONOVAN TAN YI KHYE, PANG SONG CHEN, KEE KAI WEN, ADAM B ISMAIL, LAM TZE JIE JOVAN, MS YEO LI SHAN, REN JIA WEN, CHERLYN JOYCE LEE XUAN YI, CHU KERRIE, JASMINE KEK SOK CHENG, CHOW JIA YI

ROW 2:
PAULYN LIM HUI XIAN, WANG JUNRU, TRAN THUY TIEN, LIAU WAN LIN KAYCIA, GOH CHEREEN, ONG SIN RU, YU QIURU, PHILENE TEO, TAN YU HAN NICOLE

ROW 3:
CLOE CHEN-LING EVERITT, YU XIN YAN, HARDEV SINGH, XIE RUXIN, MIKA FUJIMOTO
| ROW 1 | XAVIER CHIN JIA LE, LIU RONGXUAN, MUHAMMAD SOLIKHIN B KASMIN, TEO TENG WEI, VINCENT LI WON FUNG, MS LOH YUANZHEN ALICIA, XU YAXIN, YAN ZHAO FEI, TAN JOANNE, SYAZANA BTE SUHAIMI, ONG YA TING HELEN |
| ROW 2 | CELINE TAN, NG XIN JIE, HOH LOYI, YIP WEIQIN RAYNA, PHEBE ALINA PERERA, ISABEL LILIA ANN GRAVES, NISHA I MAHTANI, OMYONG LEUK JUAN JASMINE, RYAN TAN KAH WEE, KUN YING CHYI ERNEST |
| ROW 3 | KELVIN DAHLAN, GUAN BOYUN, WINSTON GIOVANNUS LEE, KHENCHISH TOM-BOLD, LIM ZHIYAO, MATTHEW NG ZHI MING, WOO MIN HOE DONOVAN |

| ROW 1 | TAN WEE LEONG, CODY CHAI KAI XUN, KEITH WEE JUN JIE, LIM BRYAN, CHUA CHENG XU, MDM ROHANI BTE MOHAMED ISMAIL, XU YING, TA HOAI ANH, MELODY TAN YI XIU, JOLEEN PEH HWE LING, CHEW WEI TING |
| ROW 2 | KANNAN ABINAYA, HIAH WEI TIN, YEO APRIL, LEE KAR YEE NICOOY, ZHANG ANNE Z, JESSICA NICOLE HONG ZEN LI, CHARMAINE TEO YOU QI, PNG XIAO QI, YUKI NEO WEI QIAN, FADHLINA BTE ABDUL FATTAH |
| ROW 3 | TAN CHIN KIAT, ZACCAEUS CHUA WEI JIE, YE TUN LAY, LOH WEI MIN, KOH AIK HU, CHONG SIONG ZHOU, NIGEL LIM WEI SIANG, YEO HAD YUE DAMIEN |
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ROW 1: MUHAMAD RAMADZAN B THOLHATH, JEFF NGO XIAO LIANG, NG MING CHUAN DANNY, LEONG SEAN, MS KIM HUANG, MR YAP WEE YONG SIMON, APPS ESMERALDA CRISANTA, VERA NGO QI YAN, VILLAGRACIA ANGEL JOY ABAG, BENAZIR SHAHANI BTE K M A J, ONG HUI RU

ROW 2: MOHAMAD ZULKIFLI B ROSMAN, CHAN ZHI AN DANIEL, FAIZ FARHIN B JUMA’AT, MUHAMAD RAMADHAN B MOHAMAD, LEE YONG HUI, MOHAMAD JUFRI B MOLIA DI, LUTH DANISH B ZANI, MUHAMED SYAFIQ B ROSDI, MUHAMMAD FIRDALIS B AMRAI, NG HONG WEI, MOHAMMAD ISWANDI B ABDUL R, MUHAMAR AFAN B SUHAIMI

ROW 3: ADI ASYRAF B MOHAMED SALIM, MARC JUSTINE LANDRIO C, LOH TIAN KWEE DESMUND, LEE XIN LONG XAVIER, PHA HONG, JOASIS LOW ZHEN HUA, KOH JUN QIANG, YANG FENG YUAN, MUHAMMAD RAZALI B ABDUL RAZAK, TANG ZHONGHUA, MUHAMMAD KHIDIR B MOHAMED K

ROW 1: ABDULLAH HANAN B ROSLI, ABDULLAH FAWWAZ B MOHAMED DAUD, MUHAMMAD SAYFIQ DANIAL B A, GERALD PHOON CHONG SOON, MRS HELEN CHAN JIANG MULDAVE KHEMLANI, TANISHA LISSA BTE JAMALUDIN K, TANG HUI LING, JOVISE TAN HUI LIN, KHOO EN OI, ZAINAB KHODABANDEHLOO BTE A

ROW 2: BRENDON CHEO WEI AN, DESMOND CHIO ZHENG XIONG, ROHIT BHOWARI, KENDRICK CHAN YEW WEI, SARBRESH SARAVAN ASWANI DARYANANI, DING HUI WEN, ISHFAK BTE TPF AJULL HOSSAIN, BATSAIKHAN SOYONGOO, CASEY LIM MING REN, DANIEL TAN WEI WEN, SWANASEN MICHAEL, YEO GUI QIN KYLESON, SAUD ABDUL RAHMAN AL HOMIED

ROW 3: LEE BRIAN, CHEN YUNFENG, MUHAMMAD SAFWAN B MOHAMED A, MABERT B QAALAN QUEK, JOSHUA POROSOVIGNA DATON, WU MINJIE, STANLEY ANG ZHANG HAN, CHUA MAXINIC TENG HONG, JASMIS NG WEI ZHE, SHI ZHIYING, LYON LIANGGGONO MATTHEW RUSSELL
ROW 1: CHIAM KOK HONG, HARRIS CHUA WANG XUN, STUART KINGSLEY LU DONG JASWAN, NORISHAN B KAMIZAN, MUHAMMAD FADZLAN B MOHD ANAND, MOM LIM HWEE MING, MS SHARIFAH UMMU HANA BTE AH, SU TIAN TIAN, CHOMPRAK SIMACHAT, MALAVICA NAIR HARINARAYANAN, HENG SER LING PRISCILLA

ROW 2: NUR QAMARINA BTE MOHAMAD TA'T, YU DAN, JOVITA NGO SI HUI, KWAN JIA HUI KASSANDRA, ISABEL FONG YI YUN, HUANG PIN XUAN, ESTHER TAN MIN LUAN, MOHAMMED AMIRUL B MOHD AMIN, MUHAMMAD HAZIO B MUSTAFFA, ALVIN TAN WHENG SHENG, MUHAMAD MUZHAFAR B MAH'FOT, ERIC ANG CHEE ENG

ROW 3: MALCOLM LIM JUN HAO, HO JIA JIE ALOYSIUS, HAMZAH AHMED RONALD RICE, MOHAMMED ASHRAFF B AB RASHID, WU ZITAO, MOHAMMED FARHAN B MOHAMMED F, WANG XI YUAN, DANIAL ALFIAN B ABDUL AZIZ, YEO YONG REN KEITH, AARON WONG JIA HAN, TAN TIAN PENG RONALDO

ROW 1: DAVID HO MUN HOY, NUR SYAMHIM B ABDUL RAHAMAN, AIDE IDIHAM B MUHAMMAD, TOR LOK TZE, RYAN NG ZI FENG, MR LEE THIM SOON IVAN, MR TAN PENG YAU, CHEAH HUI LING, KOH JIN YU, NG RUI BING, SRI VINAYAGAPUTRI DIO S

ROW 2: GAO YANAN, RYONA HAN SIN NEE, VANESSA DIONE KHOO JING YING, ESTHER CHIAM QINQI, TEO HUI MIN, UMA PANDEY DIO BRUESH KUMAR P, KARISHMA KAUR, XIAO TIAN YU, AJ TAN JIA XIN, LAM YAN PING, JACQUELINE LEE KA YIN, JOYCE DHENNEEN ZACARIAS PAGARAN, JAMIE LYN NG JIA LE

ROW 3: NOR AISYAH BTE AJIT, JEANNIE PEA YU LIN, ESTHER CHAN SHU HUI, SHARIFAH INSYIRAH BTE SYED MUHAMMAD, ALARIC TANG MING KUN, CHEONG EFON, LIM CHUN KIT DYLAN, JEREMY LOO PING HENG, NGAI JIN HONG, YEE JIAN MING, ZACHARY ANG WEI LONG, LAM HON WEI, YAP JUN WEI DARRELL, HANSON LYNN, LIOW YANN YING
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2A5

ROW 1: TAY ZHI JIE, ANG HONG WEN TITUS, JAN MICHAEL MAULIT DE GUZMAN, JERRELL CHOO JUN ZHANG, TAN CHER JIAN KEANE, MS CHEW HUI FANG, SITI AMIRAH BTE SHAMSUL KAMAR, SITI AISYAH BTE SHAMSUL KAMAR, TAN ZHE XIN, ZELINE NG YEE THENG, ARISHA PARKASH VASANDANI

ROW 2: CHU LI XUAN, CORRINE TENG KAINING, LIM YONG CHEN, THOR JIA XIN, WOO MING YARN ERNEST, TEO WEI HONG, MUHAMAD SYUKUR B OMAR, CASPER YEO CHAO KYET, TEO EN SIANG, LIU ZONGKUI, TAN YAO XIN, TEO CHAO, CHAI GAO FAN ETHAN

ROW 3: CLARENCE HOON TIEN YU, DUMONT TEO HAN SONG, MUHAMAD AMIRUL HAFIZ B E M M J, MARK ANTHONY ANG HONG LUCK, LEE JIMING RYNELL, TANG JIA HAO HANNATHON, KEN LEE SAIYA, OU YEW WENG BRYAN, CHONG FUNG LOON, CHAN ZHI XIANG DENNIS, TAN KAI PENG, IAN MATTHEUS CHUE MAN KONG

3A1

ROW 1: GOH WEI HAO IAN, TAN HUI ZHAN, PHANG KEE TAT RAYMOND, MUHAMMAD FAHIM B HAMDAN, LEOW CHUAN SIU, MR RAHMAT B GHAMARUDIN, MR LIM TUANG MIN STEPHEN, JEVIN, SHERLYN TEE, NUR FARAZILA BTE HADHA, GOH JIA QIAN

ROW 2: ANG JIA XIN, MUHAMMAD SHAHIL, ARIF, MUHAMMAD RIZWAN B ROLAND R, CHUA KOK HAO, EOIN LEE ZHENG YU, LING YI QING, XU JIANMING, TONG XI YAO, BRANDON KWAN MIN WEI, CHIEW SAM HOE, ELSON HO JIAN HAO

ROW 3: MUHAMMAD ISFANDI B MOHD MORLI, ADRIAN LOY WEN JIE, MARVIN LIM GHIM HENG, MUHAMMED AMAR KHAN B MD FALIQ, SEAN LIM JUN LOONG, TANG ZHENG JIE, CHAN ZI XUAN WILSON, LIM CHENG CHU YUAN MALCOLM
3A2

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
ROW 1: PECILLER JOCEL REYES, MUHAMAD ARTIF B JAMALUDDIN, ARUN KUMAR, DICKY LEOW WEI JIE, TAN YAO WEI, MS SITI NURBAIZURA BTE PUNAWAN, MS GRACE ALESSANDRA, PALACOL ALEAKIM, ZHENG LU, ZHENG PING, KAMINI MAHESH SADARANGANI
ROW 2: JOSIE TAN ZHUO XIN, SURIANI BTE ROSMAN, NUR AQILLAH BTE MANSOR, TAHIRRA NOVIANI PUTRI M Y, NUR AZIRA SAMSUDIN, GOH SI QI, KETKAEW KAEWKET, NANDVANI MUKESH ALVAREZ, ARAFIN MOHAIDEEN S/O ANNAL M, SYAWAL B SAID, MUHAMMAD HAFIZ B KHAMZAH, JORDON TAN CHENG KIAT, TIAN CHAO
ROW 3: CHLOSON TAN ZI HONG, ABDULLAH LOTFI ABUBAKER LAJAM, NGAMKANJANARAT SUTTICHAI, JIN ZIXIANG, GUO MENGYANG, SIM BAK TECK ALGER, MUHAMMAD KAMAL RUZMAN B A G, SEAN KIERY HIGGINS, LEE YONG KANG DYLAN, SIM KEAN CHUAN, ONG EE YEW WAYNE

3A3

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)
ROW 1: NUR ADLINA BTE SANI, FOO SI YI JOANNE, WONG XIU HUI, LAI HEW YENG, YEO WEN QI, MR THIYAGARAJAN S/O S VEERARPA, MR MARCUS GOH WEI MING, CHRISTINE YEO HUI TING, WONG SIONG JUN, LIEW ZI YAN, TAN JING HENG
ROW 2: TOH GUAN HONG, GOH CHUI MIN, CHERYL TAN XIU YING, TIANG HUI HUI, NIKHITA ALISHA OHRI, LIM JUN WEI, DARASPREET SINGH NARULA, ASHLEY LOH JIN YU, TAY CHAO MIN, CHON POK HIN, LIANG HUI HUI
ROW 3: BASIL AL-BARR B ASRI, CHONG JUN KENG, HANDY SUSANTO, YE WENXIN, ROY WANG FUCHUAN, LEE CHENG HAQ, WESLEY MAINE TAY LIMING, LIM TECK ZHO KEN, ELMER ANG CHEE SIONG
3A4

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)

ROW 1: ZHOU ZHUOZHEN DARREN, NGAUW HONG CHANG BRIAN, CHING TY RONE DAXTER ETHAN, LOKE ZHEN WEI, SOLOMON FOO, MR LIM SHI HAO, DARIN CHOW, YEO HUI XIN, LYDIA, CHAN TZE WEI, PARK JI MIN

ROW 2: ANDREA NG KAI NENG, KHOO WEI LIN, ZHANG TIANTIAN, PUTU JELITA CAHYA KEMUNING, LIM JIA YI, SAWATTHANAKOON MONTHAMAS, LEE MEI YU SHERRY, KHARUL ‘IZZAT B AZMI, RAOLUL RAAMESH NANIWANI, ONG WEI HONG

ROW 3: TEY YAD HUI, LIEW HAN WEI, OSELAN ARAF, YAP YONG WOON, KOK YING FERNG, WU JUNFU, TAN LI JIE, BRENDAN CHAN WAI KIN

3A5

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)

ROW 1: NG WEI LUN, ANG YI RONG GIBSON, TEO KAI YU, JAVIER SEE MING ZHOU, ZULFIQAR MALIK, MS HAN YUYAN JENNIFER, TEO RAE SHAAEN RACHEL, NUR AZIMAH BTE IBRAHIM, NURNAHDHRAH BTE RAHAN, FU KAI LIN CAITLIN, NUR AIDA MASTURINA BTE ROSLI

ROW 2: TSAI SHAO EN, KIM SOL JI, PHUA XIUAN YIN RACHELLE, KWOK TZE WAN, MARIAN CARMEL ROMILLO SATURNO, NUR FAZIRA BTE MOHAMED FAUZI, ALEKA YAW YORK LING, ANNA WATTANODOM, ALYSSA ANNE IBANEZ ACHA, ANDRE PHUA, HOA WAI CHUNG DARRYL, PISIT SINSUDTIPONG

ROW 3: PRANAV SHARMA, AHMAD AZMAN B IBRAHIM, FELIX LOUIS LEONARDO, NYAN KHINE SOE, CHUA CHENG YU, MISJARI B SAID, SUN FENG, MUHAMMAD HAIKAL B ROSLAN
ROW 1: AHMAD FAUZAN B MOHAMED DAUD, NG YONG WEN, TAY SONG XIAN, SHEN HAOYU, JOSEPH LEE KA HOR, MDM KIM KAI LING KAREN, JOANNA AW SZE YUN, LEE XIN PEI, CLAUDIA CHAI KAI LI, VIVIN GRESDAYANI, SOH JING TING
ROW 2: JIA LIN, TAN CHEW GEK, NUR EFFA AMALINA BTE Z, NG ZHI HAN, AKOSUA WEE, NURUL NATASAH BTE ABDUL RAHIM, LEE PEI LING, ZHOU QIYAO, ASTRID ANINDITA DEWI BTE IDRIS, YEE YEN ONG JANICE
ROW 3: CHLOVEN TAN ZI XUAN, NG ZHEN PANG, CHEN CHEN, WENDI, TEO YI TZE ZACHERY, CAO JINGXUAN, ANDREAS ARLAN, BENNY TANDIO KUSUMA, GOH KIAN HOW, KIM YONG WANG JERALD

ROW 1: DILA FAZIRA BTE ALWI, SITI AISYAH BTE MOHAMMAD SUKRI, DIAN SUIADAH BTE SULAIMAN, VALERIE TAN, SOON ZI TING, MDM NOOR AISHAH BTE HAJA MOHIDEEN, MDM MENG XIN, LIM LI YI, MICHELLE WONG HUI LING, LIM EN WEI, SITI ALIZA BTE JUMAHAT
ROW 2: CHEONG WEN TING, CHERYL AW HUI LU, ANNABEL TAY HUI XIN, SHARYN MAE FOX, NUR SABARIAH BTE MOHAMED KHALID, SITI SURIYATI BTE MOHD RAHIM, NUR MISKIAH BTE MOHAMAD FAHMI, ZARKASHA B Z ABIDEN, ANDRE NG SHENG KIAT, KOH BOON DUAN DERRICK, MUHAMMAD HAIZAD B AMIR, MUHAMMAD HADI B MIHAMD LAMIN, DARYL JOHN BALISALISA AGNE, KHIR RAMADHAN B SENEN
ROW 3: MOHAMMAD RASHIDI B ZAIDI, GOH JIAN CHENG, WONG YU LIANG, WEE JUN JIE, KWOK ZHENG YANG GEORGE, MOHAMED FAZLI B AB RASHID, WU YAOQIAN, SOH JUN WEN, ZAINUDDIN B SHAFIE, ARAFAT ZULHAQQIM B KAMARUZAMAN, LIM KAR SHUEN, MUHAMMAD HILMI B SAZALI
ROW 1: LIU XIANG, NICHOLAS NOEL LIM, FONG WHYE MUN NICHOLAS, ERICSON LUKMAN, MDM FARIDAH BTE TAIB, MR CHAN BOON KEAT, NATASHA G RAMCHANDANI, TRACY KOH SWEE XING, QUADARRUNNISA BTE MEERA M, TANG YI TENG, MICHELLE ANN MAULIT DE GUZMAN

ROW 2: NURSYAFIQA BTE ZULKIFLI, NG CA LING, LAM WEN JIN, ALFONSO NATASHA CAMILLE MANLOS, KHAIRIAH BTE MOHAMAD KHAIR, SHIREEN AFIOAH BTE AZMAN, GAYATHRI D/O SATHASIVAM, HUANG NAN, QIU JIA JIA, WU MUXUE, MA YANAN, ZOEY GOH JIE YI, SHAHIRA KIRAM BTE ABDUL KARIM, KOH DIAN WEI LEONARD, ASHRAFF SITORUS B AHMAD

ROW 3: MUHAMMAD RAUSYAN B SAHNNAN, LIU WEICHEN, SIM ZIXIANG EUGENE, CHAN ZHI WEI JUSTIN, HUANG SHAOQING, ZHU JIAMING, SEBASTIAN LEE CHANG SHENG, UALE APATI ULUFALE, YEH HSIU-YU, NORTON FOO DI KAI, RYAN THAM HAO YI, CHEN FANYI, JAMES SURYO, HUYNH PHU KIET

ROW 1: DANIEL JACOBUS, BENYAMIN B RETHZUAN, CHUA BOON HOWE, AHMAD ZAKI B SYED ZULKIFLI A, SHAIKH KHUDA REHMET ALI S/O S, MR SONG YONGHUI, MS CHEN XINYI, BADRIYAH BTE ABDUL RAZAHM A, NUR HALIMATUS SAADIAH BTE A, SUZLINA BTE ROY NEZAL, FATHIN NURHIDAYAH BTE ATAN

ROW 2: HING ZE LING, SHANNON TAN, CHAN JIA YEE, H M DAULATHUL, HUIDIA, LUO RUIZI ZEN, JULIANA BTE ABDUL RAZAHM, LIU YAN YAN, NORAISHA BTE NANI, QIU ZAIZE, ELIS YEO HUI RONG, ADELIN NUR AIN BTE MHD ANIS, KAIPULANWAR B MOHAMAD NOOR, MUHAMMAD EDZWAN DAIHNAI B S I, AMIRUL HAKIM B MIAT, MUHAMMAD FIORI B ANJAR, MUHAMMAD IRWANSHAH B DAUD

ROW 3: MUHAMMAD ABDUL MATIN B MUHD AKRAM, ADAM AL-ALEY B ASRI, DU FENGMING, MIAO HAI, OUEK WEI RONG, CHUA KOK CHENG, ABDUL HASYIR B ABDUL RASHID, MUHAMMAD HAZIQ JUFRY B IMRAN, LU PIN, EBENZER GLENDON LAI TAILONG, CHIA WEI LUN MARCUS, LEE KANG WEI, OI ZHI KAI
Our Graduands
ROW 1: ROHAIZAD B AFANDY, MUHAMMAD SAIMEE B ABDUL BASID, GL. HUEJEN JENO ONATE, SUBHAJIT SEN, MUHAMMED ELFINO B KHAMIS, MS NURIEZA BTE NAZIR AHMAD, MS HSIA MING-SUEI, AIDAH BTE FAUDZEY, NABILA HAN'NANEZ BTE HAMRAN, RASHMI RAJ, LEE CHUAN HUI KYMBERLY

ROW 2: DANIAL IRWANSHA B ROSLEE, RATCHAPHOL KATMANEESRI, TAN TEO KAT DEREK, MUHAMMAD PUTRA B JAAFAR SIDEK, MUHAMMAD FIRDAUS B ZAINUDIN, ABDUL RAHMAN B MANSOR, MUHAMMAD ALIFF MUSSIN B ABDUL R, WONG YOONG NAM, MUHAMMAD KHAIREN B ZAINOLA
(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)

ROW 1: LIEW QIAN HUI, LIM JIE XIN VALERIE, EUNYCE CHUA JIA QIN, LOH MEI YUAN VENUS, CHLOE LIM EN, MS JANE CHIA PEI EN, XIAO SHUYUE, NICOLE ANGELA NEO LIN WEI, HOU YING YU, LIU XINTONG, CHEN YAN

ROW 2: ROSANNA JUNITA TOGATOROP, WANG CHENCHEN, LIU SHUCHI, S HEMALATHA, XU MINJIA, LOW ZHENG HAO CHESTER, LEH KIAN GHEE DEREK, LEOW QING, NIKKO ROBLES KHONG, MARC RUSSEL LYON

ROW 3: BRADEN ONG YI REN, KOH SI JIE BRANDON, LOH KHIN CHUEN HARRY, LEE HONG YANG, LEE HONG WEI, TEO CHIN YOUNG ZACHARY, RYAN NG CHENG AN
(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)

**ROW 1:** JESSICA JOYCE LEE, XUAN HUI, ZHOU KEJING, WENG JINGYING, TAN ZHI MIN, BETH, RAKCHEEWEE SUK OEB, MRS VASUGHI SANTHOS, CHUA XIAO XUAN, JOAN, TAN JIA XIN, MARILYN, DANIELLE, TACHANUN, PRAVATMUANG, NG ZHI JIE

**ROW 2:** TEO KAI JIE, GAY CHAO WEI, TAY BOON HWE, WONG TAU, PETRINA TANG JIA LI, TAN SI YUN, LI RAN, CAO NHAT MINH, LAM JIA WEI, EDWARD LIN YIXIONG

**ROW 3:** NGAMKANJANARAT, CHERDCHAI, LEE, CHENG, ALASTER ONG, TAN ZHI KAI, ERNEST YONG JIA HUI, MOHAMMAD SHAQIL B, SAMUEL, W K M, NGOI JIA JIE, RUSSELL, TOH HENG GUANG, DARRYL, MOHIT RIZ, ASWANI, DARYANANI
(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)

**ROW 1:** NURZALIFAH BTE MOHAMED IDRIS, PARK YE JEAN, CHIA JIA NING SARAH, CHARLENE GOH SHANG LIN, IZEN CHUA YI XUAN, MS CHOO CHEE LIN, HAN YUE, MAGGIE SIM MEI YI, MAKIYO CHONG KAI JUN, KHALIDAH HUDA BTE MOHD KHALID, NG ZHONG WEI

**ROW 2:** AUDERY CHONG KHE LEE, VELASECA FONG GI, JASMINE GOH JIA MIN - WU JIA M, SENG MEI YI, ENG SHI HAO CHRISTINA, SIOW MIN YEE, MARHA BTE K ABDUL MAJID, MEILIANA DARMAWAN, LEONG JOEY, ONG SHAO XIANG, LIM QING HONG GERALD, YAP WEI MING NICHOLAS, CHOW WEI LUN RYAN, MUHAMMAD HARITH B MOHAMMAD T

**ROW 3:** ABDULLAH SHAI NAINA, AUNG HTET NAING, NUR MUHAMMAD KAMAL B SAMSUDIN, TAN CHU WEI JOSHDUA, CHIANG WEI JUN SEAN, ONG HONG FEI HUGO, KANG KYEONGHOON, MUHAMMAD MUHYIDDIN B J, TAN CHUAN SHENG, MOHAMED SHAFAQ S/O MOHAMED A
ROW 1:
GAN KAI XIAN, CHUNG ENG TAT, GOH XIANG GUANG, TAY WEI FAN, KOH TONG WANG, MR SALAHUDEEN B S AYED MOBARAK, MS JOHARA ISMAIL, TAN ROU JING, YE ZHEN, GENEVIEVE YEO KAI NING, HAFIZAH ATIKA BTE ABDULLAH

ROW 2:
GAVIN PHOON HAN LEI, TAN HONG WEE ZEN, LEE RING TAT, NICHOLAS, LOW WEI JUN, LOW WEI XIAN, GOH JOHANN, AARON TONG JUN JIE, CHEE JONATHAN, MOHAMMAD SYAFIQ B MOHAMED S, ANDREW FONG WHYE KEONG, KOH SI KAI FRANCIS, TRAVIS LEONG BOR JUN

ROW 3:
WANG ZHI JUN, MUHAMMAD AKMAL B ASHAK, MUHAMMAD SAFIYUDDIN B SARJAYA, ANDY DZULFIQAR B JALAUDDIN, KOH YONG SONG, ZHANG YINTIAN, JOEY ANG WEE KIEN, KHAIRUL NIZAM B KAMSANI, NG SI LAT LEREN, THANATHIP SUPASRISILP, LONZON MARK PATRICK SANTIAGO

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT}

5A1
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ROW 1: HO YONG WEN, POH WAN WEN, LEE JIA LING, CHUA KAI XING, NURUL SYAFIQAH BTE MAHADI, MR TAY QINGUANG MATTHEW LEVI, MS CHEONG GEOK LING ELEANOR, TAY MEI HUA, NORFARHANA BTE AJIT, ONG YI TING, NUR FAZIRA BTE ABDUL RAHMAN

ROW 2: JAHRED PHEE KIAN WE, PEK WEI LIANG, XAVIER LEE ZHENG YI, KOH RUI SHAN, SERENE LIM SIU LI, MUHAMMAD HAZEE Q B ZAINAL, TAN YEN SENG, BENEDICT LEONG, FAHREN PHEE KIAN KAT

ROW 3: TAY CHENG HAN, LAM NAI YAO, GOH LIANG SENG, MUHAMMAD NURAZIM B MOHD EKBAL, MOHAMMAD HAIQAEL B SULAIMAN, ANDY YEO CHIN GUAN, BAEX SOH THENG
ROW 1: ROBIAH BTE ABDUL WAHAB, CHERISNA, SIM KWANG Ngee, TAN SHI RU, ERYLAIAWATY BTE SULAIMAN I, MR TAY MIN THONG, NURFATIN IZZATI BTE MISDI, ZHANG YAOYU, TAN JIA HUI, ZHENG YAZHEN, SITI NUR JANNAH BTE WALIT

ROW 2: SIRAJUDEEN ALFIA NASRIN, CHAN ZHENG MUN, QUIAZON ALONA, RUTH VINAS, JIANG YAO, CHEN YA TENG, JANET, SHARMEEN BTE MOHD FARUQ, NUR AMALINA BTE NORDIN, AHMAD ZAEEM B SUHARTONO

ROW 3: RYAN GABRIEL D'SILVA, SEOW HUI MING GABRIEL, ZHONG YUEQIANG, HE SHAN, FAHMI YEO B NOORHISHAM, CHEN JIANHONG, SHAWN, HUANG SHIMIN
With Compliments from

Parent Support Group

Supporting the School
To provide holistic education
for our children

Mr Danny Chew
Ms Suzannah
Ms Jasmine Wong
Mdm Phua Moi Kia
Ms Regina Tan
Ms Suraïya
Ms Jennifer Cuek
Mr Kenneth Tan
Ms Rahayu Bte Samadi
Ms Linda Chung

Ms Adelaine Heng
Mr Cuek Ing Hoe
Ms Koh Poh Kuan
Ms Eshone Tay
Ms Angie Leong
Ms Catherine Lim
Mr Jason Ong
Ms Kennie Ng
Ms Ismail Sakhirah
Ms Lagiaja Apati
With Best Wishes From

Mrs Anna Fong
Chairman, PSG
2010 - 2011
LIAN BEN CONSTRUCTION (1988) PTE LTD

(A Member of Lian Beng Group Ltd)
Company Registration No: 198801318G

29 Harrison Road, Lian Beng Building, Singapore 369648
Te: +65 6283 1468  Fax: +65 62809360
Email: lianbeng@singnet.com.sg  Website: www.lianbeng.com.sg
Spring cleaning? Got a great product?
Sell instantly to friends and everyone else.

1. Post
   Post on Maplingo

2. Sell
   Sell via Facebook

3. Earn
   Earn via PayPal

Go social on Maplingo

Enjoy free classified ad postings that you can share with your friends on Facebook. Even if you’re not a seller, you can also post interesting finds, events or places with others. Rate, pin, like and follow any post easily. Visit www.maplingo.com to find out more.
Looking for a Job?

Seeking to hire; Seacare Manpower Services provides the ideal placement service for your long or short term career needs.

**Admin Positions**
- Clerk
- Librarian
- Accounts Personnel
- Receptionist / Customer Service

**Technical Positions**
- IT/IAA Technician
- Science Laboratory Assistant

**Operations Support Positions**
- Office / School Attendant
- Laboratory Attendant

**Other Positions**
- Teacher's Aide/Assistant

**Requirements:**
- Singaporean or Permanent Resident
- Ability to speak English and Mandarin/Malay/Tamil
- PC literate for some positions

Call Our Placement Hotline: 6378 5632
or Email Your Resume to: manpower@seacare.com.sg

SeA Are
Manpower Services Pte Ltd
52 Chin Swee Road #06-00 Seacare Building Singapore 169475

---

**ADAM PHOTOGRAPHY SPECIALIST PTE LTD**

**Singapore:** 38 Woodlands Industrial Park E1 #01-22 Singapore 757700
Tel: 6 758 8880 Fax: 6 765 3162 URL: www.adamphoto.com.sg

**Malaysia, KL:** A16-03 Dataran Idaman, Taman Desa, Jalan Klang Lama 58100, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 012-264 0133 Fax: 03-8062 1713

---

**ADAM** Photography Specialist Pte Ltd is a full service photography company specializing in School Photography in Singapore since 1975. With our recent attainment of the ISO 9001:2008 certificate, it is another affirmation of our quality improvement commitment and another milestone in our quality journey.

At **ADAM** Photography Specialist Pte Ltd, we offer a wide range of photography services catering to more than 180 Schools, Colleges and Universities in Singapore and Malaysia, which made us the most established School photography company in the region.

Embedded in year 2010, **PUBLICA** is setup by Adam Photography Specialist Pte Ltd to provide a one stop design solution from creative photography to conceptualising and designing to printing.

We are a full-service graphic design studio that utilizes the latest technology combine with current market and design trends.

Our services includes, design and printing of school magazines, newsletters, wall murals, banners, logo designs, business cards designs, shop fascia, website, multimedia or branding strategies.

---

**CREATIVITY BEGINS WITH US**
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